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To my family
Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Moderna personbilar konstrueras mer och mer automatiserade, med syftet att bli både säkrare och bekvämare. Redan i dag finns det bilar på marknaden som automatiskt anpassar sin hastighet till omgivande bilar och andra hinder samt till rådande hastighetsbegränsningar, speciellt så länge bilen kör i samma fil. Det förekommer även bilar på marknaden som kan byta körfält i normal trafik nästan utan, eller till och med helt utan, förarens hjälp.


Den särskilda hanteringen av den avslutande fasen av en undanmanöver visar att en undanmanöver är uppbyggd av flera delar. Det är därför intressant att studera om, och i så fall hur, manövern kan delas upp i ytterligare delar och vilka egenskaper hos manövern som kan utnyttjas om detta görs. Exempelvis kan det vara tidskrävande att numeriskt lösa ett dynamiskt optimeringsproblem i en dator, och det är därför lockande att försöka dela upp problemet i delar där varje del är kopplad till en specifik fas av manövern. En matematisk algoritm har tagits fram för att lösa dessa faser parallellt, med det övergripande syftet att spara beräkningstid. Här är lösningen av ett överordnat koordinationsproblem centralt, vilket säkerställer att segmenten som utgör de olika faserna hänger ihop när beräkningarna är färdiga. Om det finns flera hinder, eller modellen för bilen som används i optimeringen är mer komplicerad, så har numeriska lösningsmetoder för dynamiska optimeringsproblem ibland svårigheter att hitta en lösning. Därvid kan rörelsekandidater, genererade utifrån en modell av bilen, som tar hänsyn till hinder vara ett sätt att först beräkna en preliminär bana och detta är en metod som utvecklas i avhandlingen. Den preliminära banan används sedan som initialisering i en optimering som utnyttjar parallella beräkningar av manöversegmenten.

I vissa fall är det önskvärt med en manöver där bilen både behöver styra och bromsa hårt, utan att tappa kontroll. Om hindren är rörliga eller körförhållandena ändras över tiden behövs omplanering för att snabbt hitta en uppdaterad manöver som tar hänsyn till den nya informationen. Resultaten i avhandlingen visar att det är möjligt att använda en enkel modell för att beräkna en approximativ accelerationsreferens som visar både i vilken riktning bilen behöver styra och hur hårt den ska bromsa. För att följa denna referens i realtid används sedan en utvecklad regulator som baserat på denna referens beräknar hur bilen ska styras och bromsas.
Abstract

To allow future autonomous passenger vehicles to be used in the same driving situations and conditions as ordinary vehicles are used by human drivers today, the control systems must be able to perform automated emergency maneuvers. In such maneuvers, vehicle dynamics, tire-road interaction, and limits on what the vehicle is capable of performing are key factors to consider. After detecting a static or moving obstacle, an avoidance maneuver or a sequence of lane changes are common ways to mitigate the critical situation. For that purpose, motion planning is important and is a primary task for autonomous-vehicle control subsystems. Optimization-based methods and algorithms for such control subsystems are the main focus of this thesis.

Vehicle-dynamics models and road obstacles are included as constraints to be fulfilled in an optimization problem when finding an optimal control input, while the available freedom in actuation is utilized by defining the optimization criterion. For the criterion design, a new proposal is to use a lane-deviation penalty, which is shown to result in well-behaved maneuvers and, in comparison to minimum-time and other lateral-penalty objective functions, decreases the time that the vehicle spends in the opposite lane.

It is observed that the final phase of a double lane-change maneuver, also called the recovery phase, benefits from a dedicated treatment. This is done in several steps with different criteria depending on the phase of the maneuver. A theoretical redundancy analysis of wheel-torque distribution, which is derived independently of the optimization criterion, complements and motivates the suggested approach.

With a view that a complete maneuver is a sequence of two or more sub-maneuvers, a decomposition approach resulting in maneuver segments is proposed. The maneuver segments are shown to be possible to determine with coordinated parallel computations with close to optimal results. Suitable initialization of segmented optimizations benefits the solution process, and different initialization approaches are investigated. One approach is built upon combining dynamically feasible motion candidates, where vehicle and tire forces are important to consider. Such candidates allow addressing more complicated situations and are computed under dynamic constraints in the presence of body and wheel slip.

To allow a quick reaction of the vehicle control system to moving obstacles and other sudden changes in the conditions, a feedback controller capable of replanning in a receding-horizon fashion is developed. It employs a coupling between motion planning using a friction-limited particle model and a novel low-level controller following the acceleration-vector reference of the computed plan. The controller is shown to have real-time performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

To allow future autonomous vehicles to be used in similar driving situations and conditions as ordinary vehicles are used by human drivers today, many systems need to be further developed. A control system that can perform safety or emergency maneuvers is one example. For such a system and maneuvers, the vehicle dynamics, or limits on what the vehicle is capable of performing, is crucial to consider.

One driving force for the development of such systems is a desire to increase driving safety so as to have no fatal accidents on public roads (see, e.g., VisionZero [1] for Sweden). Autonomous vehicles may allow the driver: to be just a passenger and pursue other activities while being transported; and to save time looking for a parking spot or walking from a remote parking lot [2]. Autonomous vehicles could as well be made available at a requested location [2]. Additional motives include interest in higher coverage and extended opportunities of public transportation with new mobility concepts made possible by autonomous vehicles [3].

The topic of autonomous vehicles is very broad, and some involved key systems could be categorized using the hierarchy of a decision-making process for autonomous cars presented in [4], see Figure 1. In the presence of a sudden obstacle or appearance of any other situation requiring emergency action, these vehicle systems typically coordinate with each other to control the vehicle. Their functions are, e.g., to provide an estimate of the vehicle state and surrounding situation, to select a suitable action among candidates, to compute a dynamically feasible trajectory for the vehicle to follow, and to control the vehicle actuators such that the vehicle
follows the decided trajectory. In this thesis, motion planning for ground vehicles is a primary focus. Different approaches to motion planning exist, and a brief overview of the area is given in the following section.

### 1.1 Background

A survey of motion planning and control techniques in autonomous vehicles is found in the previously mentioned [4], where the hierarchy of a decision-making process used in driverless cars is presented as Route Planning, Behavioral Decision Making, Motion Planning, and Local Feedback Control. According to [4], the motion-planning layer is responsible for computing a safe, comfortable, and dynamically feasible trajectory from the current configuration of the vehicle to the goal configuration provided by the Behavioral Decision-Making level. Several approaches are outlined for path/trajectory planning, including approaches based on graph-search methods (e.g., motion primitives used to plan on a state lattice [5, 6]), the RRT method and its extensions [7, 8], and variational (optimization) methods [9, 10]. An introduction to interior-point methods for trajectory optimization is given in [11]. Interior-point methods have
found broad application nowadays, even though they were in limited use for a long time, see, e.g., [12] for a brief history of the methods.

Motion planning is also possible to approach by considering an artificial potential field to guide the vehicle [13]. This approach is experimentally validated in [14] for lane-keeping driver assistance. In [15], the idea has been extended by including an MPC applied after the path has been computed using the defined artificial potential field. By considering simplified models and assuming limited coupling between the longitudinal and lateral dynamics in the motion planning [16], it is possible to obtain lane-change maneuvers on highways with low computational resources using a quadratic-programming formulation of the optimization problem [17]. When multiple autonomous vehicles should be coordinated, a distributed cooperative MPC with a compatibility constraint is a way to both make the problem computationally feasible in real-time and to ensure collision avoidance [18]. Using an acceleration-following approach, computations for motion planning in certain scenarios could be done even explicitly without knowledge of the friction coefficient, while still taking advantage of all available friction for increased driving safety and robustness [19].

Improved driving safety could as well be reached by control including a suitable tire-model adaptation while driving, based on measurements of driving conditions [20]. Examples of additional ways to make autonomous vehicles safer include: motion planning with focus on safe stop trajectories [21]; a computationally efficient departure prediction algorithm [22]; and a model predictive controller formulation for trucks with included factors related to controller stability [23]. Especially for large vehicles, questions on how to model and formulate motion problems [24, 25] and how to keep trip time while decreasing fuel consumption in a computationally efficient way [26–29] are important as well.

1.1.1 Optimization for Safety-Critical Motion Planning

Results of offline optimization problems are fruitful in understanding and designing safety systems, see, e.g., the survey on optimal control in automotive applications [30]. Examples of the use of offline optimization methods include: a study of at-the-limit maneuvers and a comparison of vehicle models of different complexity used in optimizations [31]; an analysis of minimum distance when an avoidance maneuver is still possible [32]; or the utilization of an optimal-control based method for quantifying the maneuverability of autonomous vehicles during emergency highway-speed situations [33]. According to [34], optimization utilizing information in
crash databases allows estimating the potential of not yet existing autonomous systems to mitigate accidents to save lives.

Offline optimization allows generation of fuel-saving look-up tables for velocity and freewheeling under varying speed limit [29] and to improve controller robustness when parameters like tire cornering stiffness and body moment of inertia are known only as ranges [35]. In [36], optimal braking patterns using offline optimization have been formulated and interpreted to provide new insights for future safety systems with adaptation of the level of braking. Using the concept of attainable force volumes of optimal maneuvers, a set of control principles for lane-keeping control with close to optimal behavior was formulated [37].

Optimal control results for a simplified vehicle model (particle model) have been used as reference values by the control system, e.g., to perform an avoidance maneuver by applying the modified Hamiltonian algorithm for nonlinear optimal control allocation [38] or to prevent road departure on curved roads [39]. A control design for evasive maneuver assist for collision mitigation with oncoming vehicles has been presented in [40] based on optimal control results for a particle model.

1.1.2 Computational Aspects of Optimization

The use of optimization-based methods is often connected with computational challenges. For offline applications, these challenges are not as significant compared to online applications, and there are many useful applications only requiring offline computation. A number of different approaches improving online applicability of optimization-based methods have been proposed in the literature.

The load of the motion-planning problem could be divided between the offline and online parts. Instead of defining motion constraints directly as optimization constraints, it is possible to define the motion-planning problem as a search for a suitable combination of motion primitives, which are precomputed offline [41, 42], and in special cases such an approach also works for dynamic applications [43–45]. Several approaches have been studied to use a precomputed offline trajectory in an online model predictive controller: to calculate the required steering angle for vehicles on slippery roads when a trajectory is known [46]; to perform local trajectory re-planning for autonomous off-road ground vehicles [47]; or to control a racing-car with a high re-planning frequency and a long planning horizon [48].

A motion-planning problem could be decoupled into path planning
and subsequent trajectory planning [7], i.e., by first finding a path and then a suitable velocity profile. In [49], a racing application is considered where a sequential two-step algorithm alternating between path and velocity profile optimization is used to generate minimum-time trajectories. Optimization could be applied on initial trajectories obtained by other means, e.g., by first applying graph search of some predefined motion primitives and then by optimizing the resulting path [50, 51]. Even better performance could be reached if the predefined maneuvers are computed for the same criterion as used in the optimization step [52].

For many dynamic situations, where it is challenging to precompute and store sufficiently many maneuvers, sampling techniques, such as input-space sampling or state sampling [53], are popular since they allow computation of candidate trajectories online [54]. Combined with a real-time iteration scheme for optimal control [55], these trajectories could be improved online [56].

The original motion-planning problem could be decomposed into several connected subproblems, which potentially are easier to solve. One of these approaches is the concept of duality decomposition presented in [57]. Another decomposition method is the alternating direction method of multipliers, which is covered in [58]. The mentioned approaches are targeting the situation when the objective function of the resulting optimization is decomposable.

Other approaches to improve online applicability of optimization-based methods are based on making the computational process faster. This could be achieved by improving the computational performance of the underlying methods, e.g., obtaining a solution of the linear system of equations arising at each step of many iterative optimization solvers faster [59], or by not fully solving the optimization problem at each step when a sequence of slightly changing problems is computed. Solutions using sequentially quadratic methods could in some cases be of sufficient quality for feedback control after just one iteration [55]. For interior-point methods, computational improvements could be achieved by early termination based on a small number of maximum iterations, or not updating the barrier penalty parameter, which also allows taking advantage of warm starting the solver [60].
1.2 Thesis Focus

Using an avoidance maneuver as an example of a demanding driving situation, the focus in this thesis is on autonomous avoidance maneuvers for vehicles in critical situations. The key approach to motion planning pursued here is to use dynamic optimization. As an example of an avoidance maneuver, a double lane-change is a frequently used scenario with dimensions inspired by the ISO standard [61], where the vehicle is operating with high actuation usage at typical velocities possible for such a maneuver.

Primarily building on existing single-track or double-track vehicle models with Pacejka’s tire models [62] and previously developed optimal control problem formulations, the focus in the thesis is on investigating criteria particularly suited for the considered avoidance maneuvers and on developing decomposition approaches to the corresponding optimal control problems. This is done with a view that a complete maneuver is a sequence of two or more sub-maneuvers, which is inspired by the use of motion primitives in low-speed motion-planning problems. However, since dynamic systems are considered, it is challenging to precompute and store sufficiently many primitives, and this view is used instead to tune a specific vehicle behavior or to perform parallel computations of sub-maneuvers. An additional perspective considered is how to use the results of optimal control problems for closed-loop control design for real-time obstacle avoidance, even in the case of moving obstacles.

1.3 Contributions

All included publications are about avoidance maneuvers in critical situations, such that the limits of friction and vehicle dynamics need to be considered. In Paper I, a new suggestion for the optimization criterion to use is investigated. A general treatment of the recovery behavior after passing an obstacle is studied in Paper II. Paper III investigates possibilities offered by segmenting the whole maneuver, which are extended in Paper IV to approach the case of multiple obstacles. Finally, Paper V shows how a real-time controller can be devised.

The publications included and the main contributions are summarized in the following.
1.3 Contributions

Figure 2: Examples from Paper I of a double lane-change maneuver using the presented formulation for different initial velocities (km/h).

Paper I: Lane-Deviation Penalty Formulation and Analysis for Autonomous Vehicle Avoidance Maneuvers

The paper considers a double lane-change maneuver as a safety-critical maneuver requiring at-the-limit operation. The observation that it is dangerous for the vehicle to be in the opposing lane, but it is safe to drive in the original lane again after the obstacle, is captured using a lane-deviation penalty (LDP) objective function. For varying parameters of the emergency situation, such as the initial speed of the vehicle (see Figure 2 for examples) and the size and placement of the obstacle, the use of the objective function is observed to result in well-behaved maneuvers. A comparison with minimum-time and other lateral-penalty objective functions shows that the investigated objective function decreases the time that the vehicle spends in the opposing lane.

Paper II: Analysis and Design of Recovery Behaviour of Autonomous-Vehicle Avoidance Manoeuvres

An avoidance maneuver is typically composed of an evasive phase avoiding an obstacle followed by a recovery phase where the vehicle returns to normal driving. An analysis of the different aspects of the recovery phase is presented and a subsequent optimization formulation is developed in several steps based on theory and simulation of a double lane-change scenario. Each step leads to an extension of the optimization criterion. Key results are a theoretical redundancy analysis of wheel-
Figure 3: The combined torque for the front $T_f$ and rear $T_r$ axle illustrates the torque distribution for different formulations of the objective function from Paper II.

torque distribution and the subsequent handling of it (see Figure 3). The redundancy in the wheel-torque distribution appears for the situation of constant speed driving, where only the sum of the driving forces is defined and not individual quantities. The overall contribution is a general treatment of the recovery phase in an optimization framework, and the method is successfully demonstrated in combination with three different formulations for the evasive phase: lane-deviation penalty, minimum time, and squared lateral-error norm.


The paper considers computation of evasive maneuvers divided into maneuver segments (see Figure 4). The basic idea here is to use a vehicle-dynamics perspective, i.e., studying vehicle variables such as the vehicle orientation and yaw rate, to find favorable splitting points. A segmentation approach is investigated to decrease the complexity of motion-
1.3 Contributions

The original optimization problem is modified by adopting the alternating augmented Lagrangian method. This modification allows decomposition of the problem into subproblems, one for each segment, and to compute them in parallel. The coupling constraints introduced to connect the sub-maneuvers are moved into a separate coordination problem, which is possible to solve analytically. By using the solution of a low-complexity initialization problem and applying warm-start techniques in the optimization, a solution is possible to obtain after just a few alternating iterations using the developed approach. If necessary, sequentially improved solutions are obtained after more iterations.

**Paper IV: Dynamic Segment-Based Optimal Motion Planning of Multiple Lane Changes**


Compared to Paper III, the approach is applied to larger problems including multiple lane changes. The approach to initialize the optimization of maneuver segments from Paper III is in this paper developed such that it is no longer dependent on solving an optimization problem. It is instead based on selecting and combining motion candidates obtained using simulation, while taking obstacles into account both for safety and efficient computations. Such an approach gives an initially feasible motion, which is improved by applying segment-based optimization, see Figure 5 for an illustration. The technique is also developed to work with a receding-horizon approach, meaning that maneuver segments not yet reached are iteratively updated before they are reached by the vehicle for improved overall quality of the solution.
Chapter 1 Introduction

Figure 5: The straight-road scenario from Paper IV. Several input trajectories and motion candidates are computed (shown in light green); the selected motion candidates are shown in dark green and compose the initially feasible motion, which is improved using segment-based optimization.

Figure 6: Control layout involving acceleration-reference following in Paper V, where $a_v(s)$ and $a_\perp(s)$ are components of the acceleration vector.

**Paper V: Predictive Force-Centric Emergency Collision Avoidance**

by Victor Fors, Pavel Anistratov, Björn Olofsson, and Lars Nielsen.


A force-centric or acceleration-centric perspective to motion planning and control is considered in the paper. The paper designs a controller, for critical vehicle maneuvering, consisting of a motion planner and a low-level controller called acceleration follower (see Figure 6). The low-level controller is provided with an acceleration reference expressed as a function of position instead of a path or a trajectory. The motion planner is formulated as an optimization problem using a low-complexity friction-limited particle model, and it is executed in a receding-horizon fashion to obtain acceleration-vector references. The low-level controller follows
1.3 Contributions

these acceleration references and is transforming them into actuator commands. Real-time capabilities of the overall system are demonstrated; the planning step can run each 2 m of driven longitudinal distance and the acceleration follower can run at 1000 Hz. The method is evaluated in simulation for a number of challenging scenarios, including turns and moving obstacles, and it results in a well-behaved vehicle avoiding the obstacles and staying on the road while achieving heavy braking.

Other Publications by the Author

Additional publications by the author include papers presented at conferences and a Licentiate Thesis. These publications cover some initial investigations of the ideas and methods presented in this thesis.

  Preliminary first results, which later were developed into the first two journal publications (included as Papers I and II).

  Initial investigations on maneuver segmentation.

  Initial investigations on maneuver segmentation approaches, which led to the publication included as Paper III.

  Published in partial fulfillment of the Doctor’s degree. It contains
earlier investigations made for a vehicle model with lower complexity compared to the vehicle model used in Papers I and II. It also includes the initially submitted version of Paper III.

1.4 Outlook

The investigated motion-planning approaches are tailored to a selection of traffic situations, namely avoidance and double lane-change maneuvers. Of course, for a complete system more situations need to be handled, e.g., normal driving situations which are preferably addressed by complementary approaches. These different algorithms need to be integrated in a common architecture with automatic hand-over procedures between them depending on the specific driving situation.

An interior-point optimization solver (IPOPT) has shown to be powerful to solve different nonlinear optimization problems in the papers. When iterative approaches in Papers III–V are used to compute slightly updated optimization problems, other solvers could be investigated to look for possibly more computationally efficient solvers. Models of different fidelity could also be considered and compared when the decomposition techniques in Papers III and IV are applied.

Two methods have been considered to initialize decomposed problems: using coarse optimization in Paper III and a motion-candidate approach in Paper IV. In the latter case, information about the state variables is available to start the solution process of the decomposed problems, but the Lagrange multipliers are set to zero. An interesting investigation is to see if other approaches to initialize Lagrange multipliers without prior optimization are possible that lead to improved computational performance.

This idea of sub-maneuvers has been fruitful for situations when the kinematic model assumption is valid. In Papers II–IV, the sub-maneuver view has been successfully used for dynamic systems to show that individual phases could be tuned and parallel computations of sub-maneuvers with close to optimal results are possible. An interesting question is if there are more extensions of the sub-maneuver view for dynamic systems. For example, it could be a selection of precomputed characteristic sub-maneuvers that, when combined into a maneuver after simple transformations, gives a good initialization trajectory.

The force-centric perspective in Paper V has shown a computationally effective way of capturing challenging braking situations. The approach
1.4 Outlook

uses an objective function focusing on velocity reduction in the motion planner together with a dedicated acceleration follower assuming at-the-limit operation of the vehicle. Potentially, other objective functions, e.g., those developed in Papers I and II, are possible to fit within the considered framework, which would be an interesting investigation.

The developed methods are evaluated in example scenarios using computer simulations. It is natural to continue with more investigations in other scenarios and in other environments including more advanced simulation environments or hardware platforms. From personal experience outside the included papers, such investigations would be much easier to perform with access to an open system with standardized interfaces. Such a system should have necessary autonomous-vehicle components from environment sensing to vehicle control implemented, while allowing substitution of selected functions with own methods. For use in such a system, the developed methods should be extended to work with time-varying driving conditions, e.g., about actual vehicle load and actual tire–road interaction.
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